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A paradox of responsibility
As our world burns, floods, and dies, who can be held responsible? With reality kicking
down our doors, concern of the impacts of climate change is prompting public demand for
answers and accountability. In response, massive corporations are promising to reduce their
environmental impacts, cut carbon emissions, and reach sustainability goals.
A wicked paradox, capitalism’s growth-oriented nature is in direct conflict with pressing
needs for reduced consumption, creating a stalemate of responsibility and inaction. Climate
change is directly fueled by this intense growth, expansion, and capitalist greed. As such,
capitalism fundamentally cannot be the answer to resolving the issue (Noor, 2021; Baer, 2012).
In addition to the health of the planet, climate change disasters are hurting real people,
disproportionately effecting poor, discriminated, and racialized communities. Since being
established from a place of extracting human labor in the form of slavery, a system of intense
growth and consumption has dominated our existence, continuously exploiting and victimizing
vulnerable groups (Gonzalez, 2020). Further, as the seaboards begin to shrink and people are
forced to leave their communities, corporate elites will be able to afford to buy themselves out of
the problem.
Corporate promises of sustainability have little weight in the structural context of
production and consumption. Through the publication of emissions statistics and net-zero goals
in Corporate Sustainability Reports, corporations can share these ambitions widely. In fact, the
promises themselves are excellent tools to help shape an image of responsibility and
sustainability among publics desperate to resolve an issue far beyond their grasp. If any progress
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is to be made on saving out planet from climate change, it must start by exposing these promises
as deceitful image tactics deeply rooted in a capitalist system.
Lost ideals
The ideals of classical liberalism have been buried in a structure of expansion and
power— freedom from oversight and interference has been shaped into a freedom that is
beneficial only for some. Carolyn Hardin’s 2014 essay Finding the ‘Neo’ in Neoliberalism
outlines the many voices conversing in the shift to neoliberalism. For example, Carl Polanyi
explains that the self-regulating market obscures individual freedom and blurs the lines between
economics and politics. Those who can acquire success will acquire more of it, and those who
cannot acquire success will struggle to come out from underneath their ownership. The market
firmly intertwines with the political structures of democracy.
An essential voice, Foucault expresses that liberalism presents itself as expectations of
conformity and labor as measures of success. Though people are free, they are only free within
this rigid structure. Those achieving success face no measurable limits and are free to climb the
market to achieve any degree of wealth.
The more privatization and ownership, the more class power lines that are drawn, coming
with decreased accessibility to those cannot attain necessary success initially, Hardin expresses.
Those in power dictate this accessibility through financial restrictions and decisions, while they
can continue to acquire as much capital as possible. Labor of the lower classes feeds this
acquisition while reinforcing onto itself that it is the necessary option for success. This isn’t
limited to just personal career success and money needed to survive (by purchasing products
from other giant corporations) but has created a dependency for employer-provided health
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benefits and welfare, plus any money placed in retirement funds for when people can no longer
physically work. All of this is also dependent on the employer’s success in a tumultuous and
confusing market, combined with factors like inflation and taxes to truly create a fog of freedom.
Yet the larger these corporations get, the more this market seems unable to touch them,
Crouch expresses. This is no longer a free market, as the corporations themselves are the driving
force. This sense of neoliberalism is distant and ideological, showing itself through different
forms. Corporations have control of economy and labor and now get to dictate the future of the
planet.
In the arms of the economy
These corporations will continue to thrive, regardless of a degrading planet, as capitalism
remains firmly in place for the foreseeable future in the United States. Mark Fisher’s concept of
“Capitalist Realism” supports the idea that economic or ideological alternatives cannot even be
considered. This is not to suggest that capitalism is ideal, simply that its power is pervasive,
familiar, and unassailable— we can’t touch it, especially as mere consumers (2009). From
economic functionality to social mentalities, the United States is deeply reliant and immersed in
neoliberalism and capitalist power. An expectation of continued consumption is not aligned with
necessary sustainability efforts.
As a response to public demand for transparency and accountability, Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) reports allow organizations to present a scope of their annual initiatives
and actions to their stakeholders: investors, consumers, and employees. Despite renewed
attention toward environmental issues, similar reports have long been involved in economic
communications, dating back to the Middle Ages, yet took the modern corporate form in the
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1930’s. Defining the aspect of responsibility has also progressed over time and been influenced
by timely social demands (Latapí Agudelo et al., 2019).
As communication devices, CSR reports are typically long-form, detailed, and visual
PDF packets with content often organized very deliberately, featuring corporate-feeling images
or graphics, and often featuring a statement from a CEO or other high-ranking official. This
provides the organization with opportunities to address stakeholder needs, or to build an image
of responsibility among public social demands. Sharing and emphasizing sustainability
initiatives does not necessarily correlate with an overall mission shift, nor does it always promise
clear and tangible change. Yet, it is beneficial for the organization to include these elements to
remain viable in the market (Busch et al., 2012; Cote, 2021).
Confronting neoliberalist realities
A subtle and elusive shift to neoliberalism presents itself as an integration of the market
into personal life, Hardin describes. The nature of competition improves business. In theory,
society should be shaped by the free market, but the free market is free for capitalists able to
acquire enough success to get involved but does not offer freedom for all. All of this is masked
through subtle language and contexts— never overtly presented.
Further, these expectations shape social perspectives and behavior, creating a society that
is firmly embedded and victimized by it, where physical bodies are used as means of success
through labor and individualism where one must consider their own needs before any other.
They are no longer an individual, they are a micro-corporation, an entrepreneur, that must
navigate a highly saturated market to survive. The real corporations, then, thrive off this human
capital, as Foucault describes.
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This distinction is aligned with Raymond William’s 1972 analysis of Marxist theory,
suggesting that labor structures and productions of the base produce a larger superstructure
which hold powerful influence. The ruling classes of the superstructure succeed by controlling
these means of production, industry, and commodities. These structural interplays emphasize the
struggle for success that many people face daily— to achieve personal success in a system that
thrives on exploiting this ambition.
The individual is at mercy to the power of corporations in the economy, further
emphasizing the influence that corporate image-building has in shaping perceptions and
relationships. Mark Fisher’s pragmatic view of capitalism and the power that it holds over
individuals aligns with Randy Martin’s perspectives in The Financialization of Daily Life.
Highlighting prolonged financial inequality and questioning apathetic compliance with
exploitive labor systems, Martin articulates that individuals are suffering from a system built on
an image of personal success. Individuals are treated like entrepreneurs, lose a sense of financial
stability, and are taught to prioritize wealth, success, and self-worth— all of which shape the way
people treat each other (2002).
CSR reports can be seen as an encapsulation of capitalism itself, reminding consumers of
the good that comes from private production and consumption— growth, financial gain,
opportunity— and disregarding the ugly through careful presentation and brand image. Yet the
cruelest aspect is that many consumers, while likely aware of the greed of such corporations,
have no choice but to participate in the mental tug-of-war in favor of survival, as Fisher discerns.
Further, in the eyes of the corporations, these consumers are hardly valued as individuals, merely
measured by the labor or consumption that they provide. Perhaps it is unsurprising, then, that
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CSR reports can be seen more as image building devices rather than honest communication
platforms.
Considering of the intertwined nature of neoliberalism, consumerism, and corporate
power, we’re faced with a complex, deeply entrenched issue that’s wrapped up with a bow of
lies. I propose that when corporations publish sustainability initiatives in CSR reports, they
deliberately use language, layout, and design techniques to shape audience perceptions and
demonstrate a fabricated sense of social responsibility in the name of profit, with complete
disregard for the actual health of the environment.
Suckers for pretty things
As media devices, well-produced and elaborate CSR reports can make an organization
appear responsible and thorough in their acknowledgement of climate change as a global issue.
Framing theory, developed by Erving Goffman, explains a way for organizations to guide
readers’ perspectives on an idea. By controlling the language and presentation of information,
the creator of a CSR report is at will to lead the reader into ‘believing’ something. Of course, this
isn’t always as effective as intended, and has subjective interpretations (1974). Framing plays a
critical role in CSR reports, but importantly highlights the social aspect: organizational control
and potential for manipulation of information in the effort of brand image and appearances of
responsibility. This, combined with the reliance that consumers have on corporations within a
capitalist structure, creates a power dynamic.
Absence of information is perhaps equally as important as the framing of information.
Agenda setting theory can be useful to consider the top-down (superstructure) role of CSR
reports. McCombs and Shaw founded the theory by examining live audience perceptions of the
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1968 presidential campaign compared to media coverage and publication coverage (1972). More
recently, a 2013 study from Pollach compared a decade of CSR reports to news coverage in the
same timeframe, finding that media agendas impacted the contents of the reports. Within
agendas, the shaping and dissemination is obscure and distant, and the choices made by the
storyteller represent a prioritization of information, either in diverse mass media communication
channels or in annual CSR reports. In this way, corporations are at will to shape their image
through the selection and emphasis of information because audiences are not privy to their entire
back end ongoings of the company.
Images contained in a CSR report are more than what meets the eye. The idea of visual
epistemology suggests that there is a dynamic between the presenter of the image and the
receiver, creating opportunities for subliminal cues and framing. Johanna Drucker in Graphesis
explains that scholarly priority is often given to language and numbers, but visuals convey just as
much information and power. As images guide attention, they can often hold a sense of
innocence that isn’t immediately associated with an agenda. Particularly in digital spaces, visual
hierarchy, composition, and other stylistic choices are influential (2014). Considering this
potential, corporate CSR reports can use professional designers who can bring agendas to life
within this visual documents.
Priorities within social responsibility
The social aspect of CSR reports warrants clarification to explore organizational
communication with audiences. In Four Theories of the Press, Siebert, Peterson, and Schramm
discuss social responsibility as one concept of how the press should act. They suggest that press
will present itself as a function of existing social or ideological values, shaped from the
superstructure. Instead of a top-down authoritarian relationship, social responsibility theory
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adopts a more libertarian approach to government accountability and emphasizes the
responsibility of the press to fulfill social demands. The authors explain several functions of the
press: convey political information, empower the public to be self-governing, protect individual
rights, use advertising as an economic function, entertain, and be self-sufficient (1963). While
the function of the press is a departure from individualized corporate CSR reports, the ideas
around social responsibility can be well understood from Siebert et al.’s explanation of how
media can service society, and subsequently how such CSR reports may align, or not align with
these ideals. Then, as a media device, are CSR reports really addressing social responsibility?
Addressing climate change necessitates a removal of superficiality from the world’s
largest corporations’ public engagement. Allen and Craig emphasize the need for actual social
responsibility and sustainability beyond branding or image building. They discuss two
perspectives of CSR’s role; some scholars considering CSR as an opportunity to fulfill economic
ambitions that subsequently benefit employees and society at large; others see it as devoid of
social benefit, instead focusing on maintaining organizational viability and creating investment
interest (2016). Different perspectives create ambiguity for organizational intentionality in CSR
report production and distract from tangible social benefits.
Still, organizations can use CSR reports as tools for social influence. In developing a
model to study this, Aguilera et al. consider corporate social responsibility to consist of an
organization’s recognition of economic, technical, and legal obligations and benefits. By
exploring the audiences, both internal (employees) and external (publics) to an organization, as
well as ethical and moral values involved, priorities in CSR efforts are revealed. The theoretical
model proposed by the authors emphasizes the organizational relationships with various actors in
shaping CSR and social change. The degree to which an organization implements CSR ideals
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into their practices, strategic plans, values, and mission is a measure of their authenticity with
these reports (2007). This is an important distinction if CSR reports are to be viewed as either a
reflection of social desires or exclusively as economic devices, or perhaps a combination.
CSR efforts are only worthwhile if they provide sufficient economic returns. Typically,
CSR has been studied in the context of measuring financial gains compared to social benefits
provided. Though an organization might return actual social benefits, this is not necessarily an
indicator of good-will. Barnett suggests an examination of the dynamic between stakeholders
and the expectations placed on organizations to solve issues or facilitate social change,
emphasizing that there is no clear ethical expectation. Yet, it’s hard to value social gain as a
dollar amount, only in a general relationship-building sense. If an organization engages in CSR
at a financial loss, it has exposed itself to unnecessary vulnerability. Barnett explains that public
trust in an organization is oriented around action, not promises of action. These business
performance pressures ultimately force organizations to remove good-will from their CSR
initiatives, as there is no margin for selflessness in a highly saturated and competitive capitalist
market (2007). If good-will cannot be assumed, and CSR reports are revealed to be economic
and branding devices, then who are the true intended audiences— consumers or other economic
players?
Seeking clarity
What can these reports tell us about the way corporations broadcast their intentions? The
choices of language and layout are very deliberate are likely to be great indicators of distractions,
points of emphasis, or other visual guidance. That’s assuming that you can, and will, spend the
time to navigate a forty-odd page document of corporate speak.
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Back to responsibility— where can we start pointing fingers and digging into the details?
Let’s try the Fortune 500, companies responsible for producing two-thirds of annual revenue in
the U.S., $13 trillion. For 2020, we can look at the top three on the 500 list: Walmart with $559
billion, Amazon with $386 billion, Apple with $274 billion.
These Corporate Social Responsibility reports are a response to stakeholder demands,
often with environmental topics spanning only a portion of the report. Looking at what these
giants have to say about sustainability can indicate their promises for the future, particularly
when their entire goal is to produce and sell better, faster, and more efficiently than everyone
else. How do they talk about sustainability and what does this suggest about the dynamic they’re
aiming to setup with readers? What do they express as their role in this larger issue?
Walmart confuses itself
The cover of Walmart’s 2021 Environmental, Social and Governance report shows
Yanisbeth smiling under a medical mask as she assists a customer in their vehicle. The second
page, showing Brandi smiling on the right, presents section headers on Leadership, approaches to
ESG, Opportunities, Sustainability, Community, and Ethics. Yanisbeth and Brandi are among
many employees prominently featured throughout the report, most being people of color, happily
doing their jobs. Full-page statements from CEO McMillon and Chief Sustainability Officer
McLaughlin discuss employee dedication, the murder of George Floyd, communities, living in a
“new digital format,” and collective action, among other topics. Primary stakeholders are
customers, associates, shareholders, suppliers, business partners, communities, and the planet.
The report presents the idea of an ‘omni-channel,’ providing seamless customer
experiences online or in-store, discussing monetization capabilities and reinvesting in customer
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value (Image 1). This is a ‘regenerative’ process fulfilling the customer mission that “provides
value for people and the planet” (2021). The customer mission, obscurely, is not delineated, but
assumed, upon which business objectives are built. Or, rather, Walmart is dictating the customer
mission through the creation of these steps.

Image 1: Walmart’s omni-channel, regenerative plans, page 11.

Walmart’s attempts at transparency are so on-the-nose that they could be satirical. The
first page of the sustainability section features a farmer with baskets of oranges, with a
discussion on sustainable supply chains. They suggest that no single organization can dictate
complex global supply chains, and that progress is the result of cooperation with many
stakeholders and agencies. Surely, a $559 billion revenue-producing organization could have
some sway in that chain? Surely, they are defining the demand and leading the complexity of that
supply chain? They present the immobility and complexity of the supply chain while
simultaneously proposing “innovative” approaches to redefining it to meet sustainability goals.
Further, they share supply chain sustainability as a process of listening to customers to set goals,
like emissions, by addressing practices like sustainable farming. Basically, they listen to what
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their customers say, then answer that with verbs like setting standards, leading, advocating, and
helping. That’s all the detail we get.
Onto ‘Waste.’ As they say, it’s a Circular Economy based on the antiquated reduce and
reuse model. Their zero Operational Waste goal is set for 2025, diverting 81% of landfill-bound
waste globally. To what, how? It gets worse. Food Waste goals are set to increase sell-through,
meaning that products are sold (yes, sold) to discount programs in the community. This isn’t the
reduction in production that global sustainability necessitates, it’s profit. Despite charitable
donations amounting to $32 million in the last five years— again, a fun number for them to
throw around— I’m going to assume that some tax benefits were involved. Not only is this
section a poor attempt at presenting product sustainability, it’s a misguided effort at appearing
altruistic while pulling profit. Oh, and we’re shown a small image of blueberries in plastic
packaging to top it all off.
The commodity and product section lists a few certification goals. Palm oil is listed as
certified 90% sustainable. The number 42 footnote suggests that this number is from Walmart’s
own survey of Walmart palm oil product suppliers, of which only 65% responded, with no other
links or validation provided. Make no mistake, these are not cited research studies, they are
framed statistics.
The next page discusses Walmart’s partnerships and grant investments in World Wildlife
Fund (WWF) sustainable ranching and development plans, backed with an aerial photo of a
vibrant coastal forest. Oddly enough, WWF’s own site suggests that palm oil has significant
impacts on air, soil, and water pollution, erosion, and creation of carbon sinks (2021). Not only
are their product stats botched, Walmart’s own partners don’t even support these empty
promises.
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The “People in Supply Chains” section shows a callout box with an image of a worker
picking something from a plant (Image 2). Walmart suggests that they’re committed to working
with stakeholders to take a look at “potential risks to the dignity of workers” in retail supply
chains, including apparel in Bangladesh, produce in the U.S. and Mexico, Tuna in Thailand, and
more. They’re focused on forced recruitment, equality, and standards, yet fail to suggest what
steps are being taken. It’s no secret that poor wages, child labor, unsafe work conditions, and
starvation dominate the giant Bangladesh garment industry (Pattar, 2020). That’s not including
the climate impacts of the textile industry. Walmart deliberately ignores this global exploitation,
knowing their own role in the supply chain, yet suggests they’ll look into it, wrapping the text up
with an image of a worker to show they care.

Image 2: Walmart's “People in Supply Chains” section, page 29.

Amazon’s savior complex
“Further and Faster, Together,” pairs with a gorgeous, multicolored three-dimensional
illustration of a home above layers showing brick-and-mortar Amazon stores, networks, supply
chains, server farms, and distribution centers presented boldly on Amazon’s Sustainability 2020
report (Image 3). Page one jumps into sharing a mission: “to be the Earth’s most customer-
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centric company, Earth’s best employer, and Earth’s safest place to work.” That’s with 1.3
million full and part-time employees. Amazon wastes no time in sharing a resounding
statement— we want to be the biggest, we want enterprise, and we will not stop at anything to
achieve massive global success. Kara Hurst heads sustainability at Amazon and shares a message
of recent global hardship, mixed with hopeful climate solutions through science, speed, net-zero
carbon pledges, and committing to taking everyday actions to create a better planet— with
Amazon being at the center of it.

Image 3: Amazon's Sustainability Report for 2020, cover.

Amazon seeks to be sustainable for customers, employees, and communities alike. They
emphasize the customer-centric approach continuously. Conveniently, customers are the center
of their existence as much as they’d like Amazon to be at the center of yours. Thus, everything
promised to revolve around the customer does, in fact, profit them quite well. Immediately, the
report exposes itself to hypocrisy. Regarding their emphasis of treating communities as
important players, we can consider Amazon’s trend of disrupting communities by building new
warehouses in poor communities that are disproportionately in neighborhoods of color (Waddell,
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2021). And in considering their apparent concern for their employees, they might start by
addressing their employee injury rates being double compared to the industry, or their 150%
turnover rate (SOC, 2021; Kantor et al., 2021).
65% screams across page eight in font size 210 (yes, I checked). That’s 65% renewable
energy across the business (size 10), with not even a footnote for reference. Eventually, the
environment content leads to the Carbon Footprint section, where the fun stops. It genuinely
feels much more serious, with only a small illustration on the right and a wall of small text on the
left. They acknowledge their “high growth mode” and show their carbon emissions increasing
but emphasize their carbon intensity decreasing annually. There’s a graph, but it’s vague, and the
text doesn’t explain much of the technical detail, only their intentions. There are few links, but
this whole section is easily skippable based on the heavy text and lack of pleasing design alone,
paling in comparison to other sections.
The report pushes a colorful art scheme throughout, relying on art as both standalone
pieces and as background graphics. Appealing and varied color choices are both calming and
energizing, depending on the emphasis needed. It’s well done, and combined with massive
callout stats, we’re presented with a nuanced demonstration of how visual framing can dictate
the entire layout and prioritization of information in a report like this. It feels like a magazine.
The Climate Pledge, a goal started in 2019 for net-zero carbon emission by 2040, is given
a ton of attention across five pages. They’re trying to beat the Paris Agreement goals by 10 years
and harness signatures to lead the call to action to “protect the global economy from the
disruptive risks associated with climate change.” I almost missed that part at the bottom because
I was focused on the image of the futuristic electric delivery van, a clear attempt at cementing the
ideas of ‘future’ and ‘Amazon’ together.
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Image 4: The Climate Pledge actions, page 17.

When corporations sign this pledge, there’s a commitment to Regular Reporting, Carbon
Elimination, and Credible Offsets (Image 4). The massive, colorful nature illustration on the
right draws the eyes, distracting from a sinister realization upon considering this vague and
lifeless Pledge— if Amazon must present an image of sustainability to meet stakeholder
demands, then what better way to be seen as an environmental steward than to control the entire
narrative around a pledge to protect the environment? Control the terms, and you control the
expectations. Public-facing programs like the Climate Pledge are excellent branding
opportunities, and even Bezos himself explains how the size and capabilities of Amazon are an
indication that any company should be able to meet the same sustainability standards, while
somehow fitting in a humble-brag of delivering 10 billion items a year (p. 18). When I tried to
find out more about this, other than the new Climate Pledge Arena in Seattle, all I could find
were business publications praising the efforts.
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Regardless of any emissions stats, this pledge is not designed to protect the planet, it’s to
make sure that growth and profit aren’t disrupted. It seems that Amazon, like Walmart, holds no
sense of irony. It’s in their best interest to buy into sustainability because they can, and will,
make profit from leading the charge against saving the planet. As Amazon said, climate change
is a threat to economy. There is no integrity in any corner of this report, as a truly altruistic and
sensible Amazon would see the devastation its warpath of growth is causing and immediately
dissolve itself, donating every cent to actually saving the planet. We know how this story ends.
Apple plays it safe
There’s something about Apple’s brand aesthetic— a minimalist elegance— that strikes a
tone of calm simplicity. This, with careful attention to space, effective color choices, and detailed
photographs, carries the energy of their Environmental Progress report for 2020. CEO Tim
Cook’s words overlay an aerial photo of mixed forest: “This is no time for changes at the
margins. Together, we can transition to a carbon neutral economy and usher in a new era of
inclusive opportunity. This is a moment for ambition, cooperation, and leadership” (p. 7).
Their environmental strategy is set to three parts: climate change, resources, and smarter
chemistry. Their goals are carbon neutrality by 2030 and net zero caron impacts by 2030. The
climate change section of the report presents pages of colorful charts and graphs of emission and
footprint reductions, though with minimal explanatory text. They claim a consistent reduction in
carbon footprint (40%) while still seeing increased revenue. What’s their secret? We aren’t told
much more. Low-carbon design and product efficiencies follow suit, though walls of text that
bury details.
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Image 5: Apple's comprehensive carbon footprint, page 12.

The Impact Accelerator recognizes the connection between climate change and systemic
racism as part of their $100 million racial and equity program. This is a great step, though the
program does position Apple as the center of training and communities as a business leader, thus
still pushing for growth and consumption. All told, this shows great initiative and isn’t
excessively pushed as a narrative. Apple has received some heat from their waste and recycling
processes, so they showcase their circular supply chain of source, efficiency, longevity, and
recovery.
As a report, this is interesting. The stripped-back presentation makes for a magazine feel,
though unlike Amazon, this is one that you’ll have to actually read to understand— all 105 pages
(including appendices). Apple doesn’t place importance on graphics or flashy callouts but saves
everything for the paragraphs of text to share examples, policies, or investments.
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Image 6: Apple's supplier energy efficiency and clean energy achievements, page 23.

As CSR reports don’t have a specific visual standard, this is a tough case— it’s visually
pleasing, but doesn’t guide the reader through the important sections as well as a report like
Amazon’s does. It feels safe, restricted, and very intentional with each sentence. In this way, they
reduce the chance of overt hypocrisy like Amazon’s bold layout. In fact, it’s easy to miss a lot of
the information due to the layout alone, and I found it harder to critique. But they cover many
topics, it’s not abrasive, and they successfully share some of their sustainability plans. Or
perhaps I’ve just been fooled by the layout, which would only be testament to their design
choices.
Considering an image of sustainability
Critical analysis of the CSR reports results in mixed styles: one chaotic, one eccentric,
and one refined. Walmart’s attempts at building an image of sustainability are poor. The report
shows happy employees, nature scenes, and graphics, and is compelling from a design
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standpoint, yet still fails to discuss sustainability without persistent hypocrisy. This is interesting,
as their use of language contributes the most to the report’s lack of internal integrity. Their
attempts at simplistic sustainability, combined with weak reference to actual initiatives, give an
impression of chaotic pandering.
Amazon’s wild, illustrative layout is visually stunning and compelling to explore. Careful
attention to layout and design makes for a report that feels more like an entertainment piece than
an economic tool. As it turns out, this was likely their best option, as the company’s various
issues must have been hard to navigate in a report like this. Relying on big fonts and bold stats,
they fail to elaborate on sustainability initiatives and stumble into numerous contradictions.
Oddly, the report does a better job at highlighting the corporate perspectives on climate change
as a threat to their own existence, noting the economic troubles that it brings, prompting
cooperative efforts to resolve it. Through it all, we’re given a valuable lesson in visual framing
and how it can guide an entire experience— until you look a little closer.
Apple buries much of their content in walls of text, saved only by their appealing
minimalist style. Either by choice or by necessity, the company’s sustainability initiatives feel
elusive. As a visual device, the report is compelling to the extent that it is simple, guiding the
reader through headers, with real content in the walls of text. The minimalist layout suffers in the
graphs, where not enough detail is given to have a clear understanding of their process. All of
these choices are deliberate, as they provide just enough information for the reader to have an
impression of their efforts, while still steering away from the content.
Framing and agendas are apparent throughout each report. Clearly, conversations about
language and visual layouts continued throughout the creation and publication of the CSR
reports. As corporations contribute to climate change and the planet suffers, they are confronting
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the fundamental problem that their own exponential growth becomes an economic threat. Stuck
in the neoliberal contexts that have provided corporations with extreme power, the situation is
ultimately immobilizing for all: any change requires total change. Corporations, as entities,
cannot appease social responsibility demands for climate action as their own existence
contributes to it, so they must produce CSR reports as a means of maintaining economic viability
by producing some semblance of a responsible image. Consumers are provided with few
sustainable alternatives. Labor is extracted from real human lives to continue the cycle.
Within the reports, a lack of standardization, or perhaps apathy, result in vastly different
materials with one steady conclusion: these corporations do not intend for most readers to
navigate through the details. Prioritization of language through dense paragraphs coupled with
large callout statistics and intentional visual design and page layout suggest that the highlighted
information is designed to catch attention and frame the organization’s CSR. The use of large
images and eye-catching illustrations is an effective way to give the report an engaging feel,
while minimizing attention to the real content.
These corporations, assumed to be examples of capital success, walk themselves into
hypocrisy, pointing out their own inability to change the very thing that they created through
their own greed. What are the intended audiences for these reports? Surely, it can’t be the various
communities, employees, or consumers that they suggest, as a reader needs only to pull away
from the fun graphics and think, just for a minute, about what the company is saying. With any
context of the larger paradoxical circumstances prompting these reports, we know their
intentions: profit, greed, growth, control. Not sustainability, and not the future of our planet. Do
not be fooled— all details outline in these Corporate Sustainability Reports are from a place of
economic sustainability first, and human values last.
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To provide some semblance of hope, Hardin suggests that we can reconsider and research
the fundamental values placed in liberalism, considering the system itself as a means of
determining these values. By evaluating the theoretical nature of liberalism itself, our rights and
liberties, we might begin to envision a system that treats laborers as real people, climate health as
a priority, and basic rights attributed to all humans.
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